NBS specifications

Altro safety flooring, Altro rubber flooring

NBS Plus model specification guides for Altro safety flooring and Altro rubber flooring are available in an NBS format from Altro — as hard copy, on disk or on www.altro.com. These offer full guidance on completion of all aspects of a successful floor installation, from base preparation and underlays to jointing and coving.

For guidance to typical format, an abbreviated specification is shown below.

Resin flooring

NBS Plus model specification guides for M12 resin flooring are available in an NBS format from Altro, as hard copy, on disk or on www.altro.com.

Altro will also be pleased to produce written specifications for its range of resin flooring upon request.

Contact 01462 707600 for information.

Wall cladding

NBS style specifications for Altro Fortis and Altro Whiterock wall cladding systems are also available. Please request a copy on 01462 707600.

New Altro Design Studio in Manchester

This new hub, in the heart of Manchester, provides the perfect base for client meetings and small events thanks to its convenient central location.

Like our Altro Design Centre in London, the Altro Design Studio stocks product samples, technical information and displays to help you with your next installation.

Altro Design Studio
76 King Street, Manchester, M2 4NH
+44 (0) 1462 707604

Opening times:
Visits must be booked by appointment.
Life cycle costs

Independent analysis

You want a flooring or wall cladding solution that provides great value for money. It is essential to know how much products will cost over their expected lifespan; that’s why we have commissioned an independent life cycle cost analysis, conducted by BWA Facilities Consultancy. The findings give a comparison of cost relationships between different flooring and walling materials. When reviewing these costs you will also need to take into account any special circumstances affecting:

- the subfloor or subwall
- the original flooring or walling material itself
- installation
- cleaning and maintenance
- disposal
- replacement
- level of use

Cost analysis

All of Altro’s interior surfaces deliver impressive performance and value over their lifetime.

Life cycle cost calculation

The life cycle cost analysis carried out by BWA Facilities Consultancy is based around the current Government discount rate of 3.5% (as would be utilised in a PFI/PPP type contract context*). All original material costs were taken from trade price lists, with subfloor and installation costs obtained from Construction Industry price books. The anticipated life expectancy of the market comparable product was derived from the Building Maintenance Index (BMI)’s† latest published information. Cleaning materials and labour costs were based on an assumed national average. For further details, please contact Altro.

† www.bcis.co.uk

Cost analysis

20 year Altro safety flooring analysis - discounted @ 3.5%

20 year wall cladding analysis - discounted @ 3.5%
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